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OVERVIEVv' OF THE PROBLEM 

In early 1976, the Philadelphia Field Office of HUD was experiencing 
serious problems in reducing its inventory of single-family properties. The 
office was still recovering from a 1973 court decision requiring that HUD 
comply with the lead-based paint standards of the City of Philadelphia. This 
ruling had a dramatic effect on increasing the size of the inventory. After 
the litigation was over. HUD had employed the full range of conventional dis
position techniques with heavy emphasis on "as-is" sales to reduce inventory. 
However, HUD was experiencing great difficulty in recruiting qualified con
tractors for its repair-and-sell and bulk repair programs. Community orga
nizations were increasingly critical of HUD's inability to dispose of properties 
in an efficient and timely manner in order to maintain neighborhood stabili ty 
and property values. These organizations were particularly opposed to the 
use of as-is sales where no guarantee existed that the properties would be 
repaired or reoccupied by the new owners. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BULK SALE STRATEGY 

In a reassessment of its disposition program, the Philadelphia Field Office 
determined that its current efforts had failed to meet HUD's major objectives, 
namely: 

• 	 to reduce the inventory of acquired properties in a manner that 
ensures the maximum return to the Mortgage Insurance Fund; and 

• 	 to preserve and maintain urban residential areas and communi

ties. 


The Philadelphia Field Office concluded that an alternative to existing conven
tional disposition techniques should be tested. The Property Disposition Sec
tion had already reduced the use of the as-is sales program throughout Phila
delphia. partially in response to citizen group pressure. The bulk sales pro
gram offered a method for quickly disposing of a large volume of properties. 1 

However. other bulk sales programs had met with varying degrees of success. 
The Philadelphia Office believed there were not enough qualified contractors, 
minority or otherwise, to participate effectively in a large bulk sale. In ad
di tion. bulk sale purchasers were concerned that BUD's application of the 
"modified cost formula" to determine the value of a property in repaired con
di tion did not allow for a reasonable profi t on an entire bulk purchase. In 

1DiSposition technique used by BUD usually as a last resort to dispose of ac
quired properties. See Bulk Sale Formula later in this section. 
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light of these considerations, HUD developed a proposal to use a variation 
of the conventional bulk sale technique. 

Components of the Bulk Sale Proposal 

The Philadelphia Office developed the following modifications to the con
ventional bulk sale technique: 

• 	 mandatory rehabilitation and resale by the developer within 180 
days of bulk purchase; 

• 	 application of uniform repair standards for all properties; 

• 	 issuance of conditional FHA commitments to the developer at 
the time of bulk purchase; 

• 	 relaxation of some of the components in the formula to estab
lish the minimum acceptable bulk price; 

• 	 cost certification of developer's profit and overhead (limited to 
30 percent); and 

• waiver of the modified cost formula. 1 

Through the bulk sale proposal, HUD sought to: 

• 	 be responsive to neighborhood groups that wanted abandoned 
properties repaired and reoccupied more rapidly; 

• 	 decrease the inventory of HUD-acquired properties in Phila
delphia at a faster rate, minimizing HUD holding costs, and 
maximizing the return to the HUD Insurance Fund; 

• 	 stabilize the neighborhood to prevent further acquisitions; and 

• 	 determine the feasibility of stimulating inner city rehabilita
tion by encouraging the participation of experienced high
quali ty builders able to perform high-quaE ty rehabilitation 
with minimum HUD supervision. 

1 A technique used by FHA to establish the upper limit of value of certain prop
erties, described later in this section. 
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The original proposal involved the eventual disposition of 480 HUn-acquired 
properties in groups of approximately 120 properties each.1 The first 120 
properties were located in six census tracts on Philadelphia's far northwest 
side J in an area generally known as West Oak Lane. This area was selected 
because HUn's inventory there was considered highly saleable. Exhibit 1 
shows four examples of the West Oak Lane properties. 

Because of its dissatisfaction with other techniques. HUn proposed to use 
an experienced J large-scale developer to purchase, rehabilitate and sell itsJ 

acquired properties. Based on its past experience with small bulk purchasers J 

HUn felt that a large experienced developer would have a more timely and 
cost-effective approach to a bulk sale contract. Because of its size a largeJ 

development entity should be able to achieve economies of scale which nor
mally could not be realized by small contractors. 

To address the concerns of many community groups J Hun required that 
all properties be rehabilitated and ready for sale within 6 months of their pur
chase by the developer. Community groups had critized HUn for not following 
up on properties after they had been sold. However. HUn had no enforcement 
mechanism (other than breach of contract) if the developer failed to repair and 
sell the properties within the 6-month requirement. Both HUn and the com
munity groups had to rely on the good faith and ability of the developer. 

Hun decided to apply uniform repair standards for all properties because 
of its unfavorable past experience with drawing individual repair specifications 
for each property. Specification writing had proved to be inexact and incon
sistent in many cases. In addition J individual specifications created time 
and audit problems for the HUn staff. 

The issuing of a conditional commitment to the developer at the time of 
purchase was done essentially as a time- saving technique and as an incentive 
to performance. Rather than negotiating with HUn over individual commit
ments after rehabilitation J the developer was given the commitment "up front. II 

By liberalizing the formula for calculating the minimum bulk purchase 
price. HUn met developer concern over narrow profit margins. From HUn's 
viewpoint. reducing the bulk sales price and selling quickly. permitted HUn to 
avoid the costs of holding the property in the future. 

To avoid the appearance of giving a large developer a financial windfall. 
HUn required that the developer's profit and overhead be limited to a maximum 

1Hun subsequently decided to limit the innovative bulk sale to the original 
120 properties. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
EXAMPLES OF WEST OAK LANE PROPERTIES 
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of 30 percent. This figure was arrived at through a survey of profits expected 
by contractors and developers. 

In its conventional disposition programs, HUD uses two methods for com
puting the sale price of acquired properties. Upon acquisition by HUD, the 
Property Disposition Section first establishes the fair market value of the 
property, and then subtracts the costs of repairs and the "bulk write-off" 
(projected cost to HUD for holding the property for a period of time) to obtain 
the bulk sale price. 

Once a property has been sold to a developer and repaired and the resi 
dent purchaser has applied for a firm mortgage commitment, HUD proceeds 
to estimate the fair market value and the replacement cost, using the modified 
cost formula for computing the mortgage amount. The firm commitment is 
then issued upon the lower of the two amounts. The following illustrates the 
computation for both the bulk sale formula and the modified cost formula: 

Bulk Sale Formula 

Fair Market Value 
Repaired _ 

Estimate of Repairs 

As-Is Value 

Less Bulk Sale Write-Off 

Bulk Sale Price 

$ 15,000 

- 3,700 

11,300 

- 2,600 

$ 8,700 

Modified Cost Formula 

Bulk Sales Price 

Holding Cost (a) 
Interest at 9% 

For 6 Months (b) 
Taxes 

Settlement Cost 

Estimate of Repairs 

Points (6) ($14,550 
Mortgage) 

Total 

25% Ove rhead and Profi t 

Sales Commission (6%) 

Modified Cost by Formula 

$ 8,700 

392 

225 

145 

3,700 

+ 873 

14,035 

+ 	 3,509 

17,544 

+ 1,053 

$ 18,597 
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In this instance, the developer would pay $8,700 for a property included in the 
bulk package. After the rehabilitation is completed, a firm commitment of 
$15,000 would be issued to an approved family to finance the sale since the 
value after repair ($15,000) is lower than the replacement cost ($18.597) com
puted by the modified cost formula. 

Criteria for Developer Selection 

Prior to advertising notice of the bulk sale, the Philadelphia Field Office 
informally contacted several developers and home builders to discuss the pro
posed sale and determine their interest in participating. The developers 
stated that HUD should consider, in addition to bid price, the financial and 
technical abili ty of the individual firms bidding. 

Faced with this informal response to its proposal, HUD developed a rating 
system to evaluate bid proposals. This rating system included selection cri 
teria not limited to price alone. A review of the rating system by the area 
counsel revealed that the system would be in conformance with applicable HUD 
regulations. The price factor was given a relative weight of 80 percent. The 
five following qualification factors were developed and given an overall weight
ing factor of 20 percent: 

• 	 architectural and engineering capaci ty: 

• 	 effectiveness of sales organization; 

• 	 supervisory staff experience; 

• 	 financial capacity to acquire, rehabilitate, and complete approx
imately 120 properties within 180 days of conveyance; and 

• 	 demonstrated success and continuity in the building industry. 

Bidding Process 

On May 24, 1976, HUD placed advertisements in local papers regarding 
the bulk sale proposal. As a result of the advertisement, seven developers 
expressed interest and submitted their qualifications to HUD. HUD deter
mined that four of the seven developers did not have sufficient financial or 
technical ability to undertake the bulk sale proposal. The three firms judged 
best qualified by HUD included the Korman Corporation. 

Meetings were held between HUD and the three development corporations 
to obtain additional information and supply the potential bidders with the ad
dresses of the 120 properties for their inspection. HUD decided not to reveal 
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the minimum acceptable bid offering price to the developers until the day of 
bid opening. but it did reveal the HUD commitment amounts of the properties. 
The winning high bid of $282. 000 was eventually submitted by the Korman 
Corporation. to which title to the 120 properties was formally conveyed in 
September. 

REHABILITATION AND SALES PROGRAMS 

Status of Properties 

The Korman Corporation adopted a strategy of marketing most of the in
ventory before rehabilitation. The 120 properties conveyed to Korman were 
placed in 8 geographic groups. and rehabilitation proceeded on a group-by
group basis. The properties were grouped and scheduled for repair accord
ing to the following two factors: 

• 	 Properties were rehabilitated based on their relative market

ability; i. e •• those properties that promised to generate the 

greatest return and sell the fastest were repaired first . 


• 	 Properties were grouped geographically to maximize the effi 

ciency of the subcontractors. 


As a result of Korman's advertising and marketing strategy. many buyers 
purchased properties well in advance of their delivery date. Because of the 
rehabilitation schedule. a purchaser sometimes had to wait 7 months or more 
from the time a sales agreement was signed to the actual settlement date. 
In most cases. purchasers bought their properties after inspecting them in 
an unrehabili tated condition. 

As of October 1. 1977. 46 properties were occupied by purchasers. Six 
additional properties were scheduled for settlement, while 16 were in the 
process of FHA compliance inspection • VA paperwork. or other procedures. 
The remaining 52 properties were in various stages of repair. with settle
ment dates scheduled for late 1977 and early 1978. 

As of October 1. 1977. 13 months after conveyance. all but 1 of the 12 a 
properties had been sold. The remaining unit was being used as the sales 
office and model. Korman had received several offers for this duplex unit 
and anticipated no problem selling it. Because of problems such as credit 
rejections. loss of employment, or family difficulties. 20 sales agreements 
had been voided. The properties involved were all resold within a short 
period of time. 
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Sales Prices 

As shown in Exhibit 2, Korman consistently sold its properties above the 
FHA repaired market value; this is indicative of the relative strength of the 
sales market for well rehabilitated properties. It should be stated that the 
FHA's repaired market values were established in 1975. Assuming the FHA's 
repaired market values of the properties were accurate, Korman apparently 
took advantage of appreciation in the marketplace. 

A comparison of Korman sales prices and those of other "comparable" 
sales on the same blocks shows that Korman properties, as a group, sold at 
higher prices. Of the 101 blocks on which Korman properties are located 
(for which there are comparable sales data), only 14 cases existed in which 
the Korman average sales price was below that of the sales of somewhat com
parable properties. In the remaining 87 blocks, Korman sales prices were 
significantly higher than comparable sales. Exhibit 3 compares Korman 
sales and comparable sales on the same blocks. The sales prices of Korman 
properties were significantly above comparable sales in Census Tracts 265, 
266, 267, and 277. This can be partially explained by the fact that some of 
the comparables in these tracts were in poor condition. It is in Tracts 267 
and 277 that the sales of Korman properties may have the greatest impact 
in stabilizing and potentially upgrading the market. 

IMPACT OF THE PROGRAM 

Response to Community Organizations 

The Philadelphia Field Office's decision to decrease the use of as-is sales 
in favor of the innovative bulk sale technique received a positive response from 
neighborhood groups. A successful rapport was established between the Kor
man site staff and neighborhood organizations. A significant effort was made 
by Korman siaff to maintain frequent contact with these groups and inform 
them of the progress of the sales and rehabilitation program. This proved an 
effective public relations technique for Korman. Neighborhood organizations 
acted as unofficial brokers by "talking up" the Korman project. Because of 
the acceptance gained by Korman among residents. the fact that the rehabili 
tation program was considerably behind schedule never emerged as an issue: 
residents were impressed with the quality of the work and were aware that 
units were being sold to stable owner-occupants. 

Neighborhood Stabilization 

From a real estate perspective. neighborhood stabilization consists of 
two primary elements: decrease in the number of foreclosures and HUD
acquisitions; and stable-to-rising market values. The impact of the Korman 
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EXHIBIT 2 

AVERAGE HUD APPRAISED VALUE VERSUS THE 

AVERAGE KORMAL'l" SELLL'lG PRICE* 


(October 1, 1977) 


AVERAGE AVERAGE KORMAN 
AVERAGE HUD KORMAN SELLING PRICE 

CENSUS APPRAISED SELLING AS A RATIO OF THE 
TRACT VALUE PRICE AVERAGE HUn 

APPRAISED VALUE 

263 $18,790 $19,380 1.03 
264 19,300 20,560 1.07 
265 15,120 15,920 1.05 
266 16,480 17,230 1.05 
267 14,580 15,760 1.08 
277 11,300 11,870 1.05 

• Based on sales commitments• 
•• Based on the appraised repaired value of all units sold by the Konnan Corporation. 
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EXHIBIT 3 

COMPARISON BETWEEN KORMAN SALES 
AND COMPARABLE SALES ON SAtylE BLOCKS .. 

~ 
(q ~~ 
~ ,f:~SALES Q:<:r' .* ~,f:ACTIVITY #'110.: 9.,<:r'ty ~<:r' (q 

~ ~~ 9:'~ 
~~ 
f.v~ 8" .$Q:<:r'

~47C!i,f: <:iv ~ 9.,<:r' 
Q:<:r' C, Q:<:r' ,,<:r' o ~ 

CENSUS ~8~l<i .:: ~l<iTRACT <:r'q Q:<:r',,0<:r' 

263 26 93 $19,380 $18,827 1.03 

264 5 24 20,560 21,258 .97 

265 17 61 15,920 14,929 1.07 

266 26 78 17.230 15,775 1.09 

267 27 56 15,760 12,099 1.30 

277 18 37 11,870 8,330 1.42 

TOTAL 119 349 $16,787 515,203 1.15 

• 
Judgment _ exercised in the selection of "comparable" sales. Vf!lY low prices (indicating " ..is" salesl and Vf!lY high prices 
(indicating multifamily or commercial propertiesI ware eliminated. This may have distorted the avarege price for comparable' 
sales in Cansus Tract 277 because of the generally low sales prices. In Cansus Tract 277. it is difficult to distinguish batw'""' 
sales of properties ready for occupancy and "es-is" sales of property in nead of rehabilitation • 

.... For period between 1/1/76 and 7/7/77. 
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bulk sale on these two elements of neighborhood stabilization cannot be quan
titatively measured. The 120 properties sold to Korman constitute less than 
1 percent of the total housing stock in the 6 census tracts comprising the study 
site. In addition, these properties are dispersed throughout the area with no 
significant areas of concentration. Thus, whatever impacts the Korman prop
erties may have on the surrounding neighborhood can only be assessed quali
tatively. 

The Korman bulk sale has had an important psychological impact on the 
West Oak Lane community. initially because of the substantial publicity sur
rounding the sale. Local and citywide newspapers. as well as the electronic 
media. have given extensive coverage to the housing situation in Northwest 
Philadelphia. Much of the coverage focused on the problems of HUD-acquired 
housing units. The meetings and confrontations between community groups 
and HUD prior to the bulk sale to Korman were given wide coverage in the 
news. As a result. when the bulk sale agreement was reached between Kor
man and HUD, it had become highly visible in the neighborhood. Unlike situ
ations in which HUD carries out conventional disposition activities, residents 
were aware that HUD was undertaking an innovative project with a large well
known developer. Community organizations formerly critical of HUD's as-
is sales to "fly-by-night" real estate speculators were pleased with the se
lection of a developer of Korman's status. 

Therefore, the choice of Korman, in and of itseIf. has probably resulted 
in a stabilizing influence in the West Oak Lane area. Residents who were 
concerned about the future of their homes and neighborhood were encouraged 
by Korman's action. The fact that an organization such as Korman invested 
its money in West Oak Lane created a more positive atmosphere in the com
munity. While this is not measurable, it is an important element in the 
neighborhood stabilization process. 

Quali tative assessments can be made about the relationship between Kor
man's sales prices and those of comparable properties selling on the same 
blocks. An analysis of "comparable" sales revealed that Korman properties 
have been selling at or above the existing market prices. This would indi
cate that, at a minimum, the Korman properties are not negative ly affecting 
surrounding market values. cause of their small number. all that can be 
said analytically is that the sales prices of Korman properties are partici
pating in and reinforcing a gradually stabilizing market situation. This ob
servation is particularly true in the northern census tracts where the market 
was already relatively strong. re, Korman's sales prices are generally 
closer to comparable sales activity. It is in the lower three census tracts 
that a greater differential exists between Korman's prices and those of other 
properties. The Korman properties may exert a more direct and upward 
influence on the market in these areas. However, here again. it is not pos
sible to attribute a direct cause and effect relationship between Korman's 
activity and any upturn in the market. 
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A further factor which may impact neighborhood stabilization is the qual
ity of repair work Korman performs. The use of uniform repair specifica
tions is resulting in the sale of "like new" properties. In the great majority 
of cases, all major mechanical systems are being replaced by new equip
ment; this reduces the likelihood of mechanical failure in the near future. 
In addition, the mechanical systems are accompanied by the manufacturer's 
warranty, while Korman warrants its structural work for 1 year. 

While there have been problems with the quality of some of Korman's work 
(see following section), these have been confined largely to cosmetic factors 
rather than structural or mechanical systems and have been corrected through 
the inspection process. The assessment by HUD property inspection person
nel revealed that the quality of Korman's rehabilitation work is as good as or 
better than the current rehabilitation work by other contractors under conven
tional disposition or production programs. 

An important indicator of neighborhood stability is the overall "credit 
worthiness" of the purchaser and the relationship of the purchaser to other 
residents in the neighborhood. Approximately 20 percent of the potential 
purchasers who signed conditional sales agreements either changed their 
minds about purchasing or were rejected. According to Korman staff, most 
of these persons cancelled their sales agreements because of lost employ
ment or family problems. Only a few were rejected because of an adverse 
credit finding. The latter reason is important insofar as Korman set up a 
prequalifying procedure to screen out bad credit risks. 

Korman has required a minimum deposit of $500 on each property it sells, 
regardless of sales price. Exhibit 4 shows the ratio between the average 
household income and the average sales price by Census Tract. The ratios 
reveal that Korman purchasers are buying well within the guidelines estab
lished by FHA mortgage credit standards. 

A comparison between the Korman purchasers and existing neighborhood 
residents indicates that most of the Korman purchasers seem to share simi
1ar socioeconomic characteristics, as shown in Exhibits 5 and 6. It should 
be recognized, however, that the 1976 estimates for income are based on 
1970 data and are thus subject to error. 

One characteristic of the Korman purchasers that may be significant is 
the relatively high percentage of single-headed households with children. 
Exhibit 7 provides a breakdown of these data, by census tract. Single-headed 
households with children tend, as a group, to be more vulnerable to family 
and financial pressures; this factor may increase the potential for default. 
It is important to stress that the majority of Korman purchasers have satis
fied FHA's mortgage credit criteria under the 203(b) program. In addition. 
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EXHIBIT 4 

AVERAGE INCOME OF KOR;\IAN HOME BUYERS 
VERSUS ESTThIATED INCOl\IE OF CENSUS TRACTS* 

(October 1, 1977) 

AVERAGE INCOME 

OF KORMAN HOME 


BUYERS AS A 

PERCENT OF 


SELLING PRICE 


82% 
7~AI 

90% 
79% 
gpAI 

107% 

CENSUS 

TRACT 


263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
277 

.. Based on sales commitments. 

AVERAGE KORMAN 
SELLING PRICE 

$19,380 
20,560 
15,920 

.. 	17,230 
15,760 
11,870 

AVERAGE INCOME 

OF KORMAN 


HOME BUYERS 


$15,935 
14,942 
14,310 
13,642 
14,572 
12,704 
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EXHIBIT 5 

COMPARISON nETWEEN KORMAN PUItCIIASERS'INCOME AND 

EXISTING ()OPULATION 


GEOGRAPHIC 
AREA STUDY 

AREA·All 
INCOME CT263 CT264 CT265 CT266 CT267 CT277 TRACTS 

I-" -
II::. 

Actual Average Household 
Income of Korman 1$15,935 $14,942 $14,310 $13,642· $14,572 $12,704 $14,350 
Purchaser $16,154 $15,853 $14,322 $13,445 $14,278 $12,683 $14,454 

Projectlld 1976 Median 
family Income $15,566 $15,842 $13,982 $14,017 $14,278 $14,311 $14,754 

Projected 1976 Average 
Family Income $16,599 $16,966 $15,026 $15,135 $15,029 $15,577 $15,950 

L- ____ 
~ 

Source: Elitimatu of 1976 income provided bV Urban Decision SVlitums. 



EXHIBIT 6 


SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF 

KORMAN PURCHASERS 


AyeraS' AVlrage Anllual 
Census Tract Numher IIf Children RaceMarital Status Household Income 

Per Housshold 

263 	 Married 15 1.15 Black - 23 $15,935 

Single/no children 4 White -2 

Single/with children 4 Interracial - 1 

Separated 1 

Widowed 1 

Divorced 1 


264 	 Married 1 .80 Black. - 5 $14,942 

Single/no children 2 

Single/with children 
Widowed 
Divorced 

Separated 2 


265 	 Married 6 1.29 Btack -17 $14,310 

Single/no children 3 

Single/with children 4 

Separated 1 

Widowed 1 

Divorced 2 


266 	 Married 8 1.31 Black - 26 $13,642 

Single/no children 1 

Single/with children 9 

Separated 4 

Widowed 
Divon:1ld 4 


267 	 Married 10 1.15 Black - 27 $14,572 

Single/no children 2 

Single/with children 7 

Separated 7 

Widowed -

DiVllrced 1 


277 	 Married 7 1.D6 Black. -18 $12,704 

Single/no children 3 

Single/with children 4 

Separated 2 

Widowed 
Divorced 1 

Not Reported 1 


Total 	 Married 47 1.13 Black -116 $14,350 

Single/no children 15 White - 2 

Single/with children 28 Interracial - 1 

Separated 17 


Not Reported t 


Widowed 2 

Divorced 9 
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EXHIBIT 7 

PERCENTAGE OF SINGLE·HEADED HOUSEHOLDS WITH CHILDREN 

AMONG KORMAN PURCHASERS

: 

Percent of Korman 
Census Tract Purchasers Wbo Are 

Si..'lgle with Children 

263 230/0 

264 40 

265 47 

266 54 

267 44 

277 33 
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because of the small number of Korman properties (and even smaller number 
of single-headed households with children) in relation to the entire neighbor
hood. the impact on the neighborhood would be minimal even in the event of 
defaults or foreclosures. 

COST ANALYSIS 

The Korman Sale 

The bulk sale of 120 properties in one transaction to the Korman Corpo
ration was an effective method for rapidly reducing HUD's inventory. We 
cannot say with certainty whether HUD could have achieved the same level 
of reduction in as short a period of time using as-is and/ or repair and sell 
techniques. Those properties located in the strongest market areas (i. e .• 
Census Tracts 263, 264, and 265) might have been sold as quickly using a 
conventional disposition technique. For those properties with negative values 
and others located in the more difficult market areas (i. e., Census Tracts 
266, 267, and 277), HUD would most likely not have been able to sell so 
quickly. Because of the packaging of highly marketable properties with less 
marketable properties, HUD was able to assemble a large number of prop
erties that could be sold more quickly taken as a whole than disposed of in
dividually. 

HUD's holding costs are minimized whenever the as-is or bulk sale tech
nique is used. As-is dispositions result in the greatest savings with respect 
to holding costs. However. when the bulk sale technique is used, savings 
due to decreased holding costs are in part passed on to the purchaser through 
the application of the "bulk sale write-off" in the pricing formula. Under nor
mal circumstances. the bulk sale write-off amounts to 40 percent of the 
monthly average office turnover rate. In the case of the Korman bulk sale, 
the Philadelphia Field Office obtained a waiver from HUD Central to apply 
the full 100-percent turnover rate in computing the bulk sale price. This was 
considered a necessary financial incentive to make the overall bulk sale price 
attractive to a large-scale developer such as Korman. As a result, the sav
ings HUD would have realized through the sale of the 120 properties (in terms 
of holding costs alone) were largely passed on to Korman, as reflected by a 
lower bulk sales price. 

To determine whether the innovative bulk sale to the Korman Corporation 
was the best alternative for HUD from a financial standpoint, a comparison 
was made with other conventional disposition financial experiences. Projec
tions were developed based on: HUD's experience in the 18 months before 
the Korman sale of the additional properties in the inventory after initiation 
of a disposition plan; the implicit costs associated with this holding period; 
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and the costs involved in the repair andlor sale of the properties. These 
projections were combined with actual data (such as the FHA-appraised fair 
market value) to develop the estimated loss to the HUD Insurance Fund re
sulting from each of the disposition techniques. 

Costs of Other Disposition Scenarios 

At the time of the Korman sale, HUD had used four other property dis
position techniques in the Philadelphia area: as-is sales, a bulk sale to a 
nonprofit housing development corporation (HDC), repair and sell, and a 
bulk repair and sell. To develop estimates of the financial loss to the Insur
ance Fund that would have been experienced had one of these techniques been 
used for the 120 properties, several simplifying assumptions were made: 

· 	 The estimated property repair costs developed by HUD for the 
initial bulk sales price of $340,000 were based on repair costs 
previously experienced by HUD in its repair and sell programs. 
These programs used individual detailed specifications for the 
work to be done by the contractor rather than a uniform standard 
as used in the Korman sale. It is assumed that HUD would have 
continued to use the individual specifications for the repair and 
sell techniques. Consequently, these initial repair estimates 
are used for the repair and sell scenarios and as a basis for 
computing the sales price for a bulk sale to the HDC and for 
as -is sales. 

• 	 For the purposes of calculating holding costs for the repair and 
sell and the as -is scenarios, the additional time in inventory 
is assumed to approximate that actually experienced by HUD for 
these techniques in the respective census tracts. The holding 
cost per day used is the national HUD average. 

· 	 HUD is assumed to forego a 10-percent return on the investment 
in the properties during the additional holding period. 

• 	 In view of the strength of the market in the affected census 
tracts demonstrated by the rapidity with which Korman sold the 
properties, it was assumed that placing all 120 properties on 
the market in a short period of time would not significantly af
fect HUD's holding period after September 1976, or the ability 
to sell at the price derived from the HUD-appraised value. 

Description of the Individual Scenarios 

Exhibit 8 presents the primary characteristics of each alternative dis
posi tion technique. 
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EXHIBIT 8 


A COMPARISON OF THE PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE ALTERNATIVE DISPOSITION 

POLICIES USED IN THE OAK LANE STUDY AREA 

ALTERNATIVE i 


DISPOSITION 

STRATEGY 
 BULK SALE BULK REPAIR TRADITIONAL

AS-IS KORMAN
TO THE CONTRACT REPAIR

SALE SALE
HOC AND SELLFEATURES OF 


DISPOSITION 

STRATEGY 


DESCRIPTION The on41and properties All properties would be The properties would be The properties would be Th. properties would be 
OF would be said in an un... • sold to the HOC at a contracted to a single repair&iJ by many small disposed of in bulk to a 

TECHNIQUE htbilitatad condition to bulk sale price. The prop· contractor and sold by contractor.! and sold by singla lal1e contractor 
buyan whJ bid the high· 
est for individual proper· 
ties. The propenies are 
said as saaR lIS a buyar 
is found. 

erties would be sold in 
an unrehabilitated can· 
ditian. 

HUO for tIIa HUO n· 
paind market val ue when 
",pairs are complete. 

HUO for the HUO reo 
paired market value when 

I 
repairs are complete. 

who must make soetified 
uniform r1!pairs to tha 
properties and subse· 
quendy seU tha praperties 
through his own market· 
ing pragram. 

TYPE OF None l1Itluired by HUO No npair standards are Individual repair specifi· Individual repair specifi· Uniform reoair standem 
REPAIR explicitly specified by carians a ... pnpared for cations are pnpared lor are prepared lor aU prap· 

STANDARDS HUD. tech property. uch property. 6rties, the repair stan· 
dards are mare demand· 
ing than canventional 
Praperty Oispasition stan· 
dards. I 

HUD 
MONITDRING 

OF REPAIR 

None requil'1ld Nane required Manitoring is conducted 
by HUD Praperty Dis· 
pasitian mff. 

Manitoring is canducted 

stalf. 
by Property Dispasition I

A final inspection will be 
conducted to insure cam· 
pliance with general re-

STANDARDS pair standards. 

HUD Holding COltS actl'ue up Holding costs accrua up Holding costs accrue while Holding COsts accrue while Holding costs accrue up 
HOLDING ta the tima of sale, hold· ta the time of sale, hOld· the praperties an! being the properties are being to the time of sale, 

COST ing periods a... lass tIIan ing periods are lass tIIan I'1Ipaired until the prop' repaired until the prop· holding periods are less 
with repair and seU tKh. with repeir and sail tach· erries ere finally sold. arties are finally laid. than with repair and 

I f\iqun. niques. sell techniques. 
• 

HUD REINSURANCE Na automatic reinsurance Determined by HUD at Determined ~y HUD at I Oet!rmined b'( HUO at Canditianaf commitment I 
PROVISIONS on as~s sales. time of male of prop tima of sale. ti me of sal e. for ninsurance guaran· 
- Conditional ertiesby HOC. teed by HUO at time of I 

Commitment $:Me ta Korman. 

I HUO RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR POST-CLOSING 

Nan. i HOC is mpansible for 
post-elosing complaints. 

IHUD is responsible for 
post-elosing cam plaints. 

HUD is responsible lor I 
post-elosing complaints. I 

Korman is respansible for 
pott-dosing complaints. 

COMPLAINTS I 
I I 

HUD SALES 
TECHNIQUE 
- Auction 

Auctian of praperties bv i 
HUD taindividuel buyan. I 

Sale neqatiamd by HUD 
with HOC. 

!Auction of properties by 
I HUD to individual buyan. 

I Auction of prOPerties by I 
I HUO to individual buyerl.l 

Auctian af pro~ertie$ 
by HUD ta dewlaper. 

- Negotiated Sale I 
SPECIAL None HOC would be given None I None . Korman would be giwn i 

FEATURES 100 pereantturnoverme. 100 pereant turnover 
rate, 

. Karman profits in ex· 
c.ass of 30 pereant in 
sale are returned to 
HUD and will serve 
to inceease the return 
to the insurance lund. 

I 
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As-Is Sale: The 120 properties would be sold in an unrehabilitated con
dition to the buyers with the highest bid for each individual property. The 
price paid for the properties is estimated at the HUD-appraised value less 
the estimated cost of repairs. HUD would incur some additional holding 
costs and opportunity costs for the period from September 1976 to the date 
of sale. It is assumed that HUD would incur a 5-percent sales commission. 

Bulk Sale to the HDC: The 120 properties would be sold to the HDC in an 
unrehabilitated condition in September 1976, for a bulk sales price. No re
pair specifications would be given to the HDC. The bulk sales price would 
be computed as the HUD-appraised value less the cost to repair and less the 
bulk write-off. The cost to repair is the initial HUD estimate. The bulk 
write-off is assumed to be equivalent to that ultimately given to Korman. 
which approximates 100 percent of the average HUD holding cost plus sales 
commission and closing costs. The bulk sales price is adjusted as needed 
so that no individual property sells for less than land value. 

Bulk Repair and Traditional Repair and Sell: In these two scenarios, the 
properties would be repaired by contractors either in one package of 120 bulk 
repair or in numerous smaller packages and then sold by HUD for the HUD
appraised value. The repair costs are again assumed to be the initial HUD 
repair estimates. Holding costs and opportunity costs would be incurred 
from September 1976 to the date of sale by HUD. A 5-percent sales commis
sion and 3 percent of the sales price for other costs associated with the sale 
would be incurred. Finally. the cost of staff time required to deal with con
tract amendments is included (based on HUD's experience). 

The loss to the Insurance Fund computed for each of the scenarios is 
shown in Exhibit 9 . 

Conclusions 

The financial analysis indicates that in terms of return to the Insurance 
Fund, the three basic alternatives are: as-is sales, bulk sale. or repair 
and sell. From a financial standpoint. as-is sales constitute the best al 
ternative. bulk sales the middle alternative. and repair and sell the least 
desirable both overall and in the individual census tracts. 

The bulk sales to Korman and to the HDC are not significantly different 
financially. The increased repair estimates for Korman were largely offset 
by the premium paid over the bulk sales price. Furthermore. the competi
tive bidding did not result in a material advance between the bid price and 
what the fixed price used to deal with the HDC would have been. Therefore. 
although the end product generated by Korman may exceed that of the HDC 
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EXHIHIT9 

ESTIMATED LOSSES TO THE nUD INSURANCE FUND FOR TilE 

KORMAN SALE VERSUS ALTERNATIVE DISPOSITION SCENARIOS IN THE WEST OAK LANE AREA 

AS-IS BULK SALE BULK SALE TRADITIONAL BULK REPAIR 
SALE TO PHDC TO KORMAN REPAIR & SELL AND SELL 

CENSUS TRACT 263 
Average loss per acquired unit 13.B 17.6 1B.3 18.2 19.0 
Total Loss (27 units) 372.6 475.2 494.1 491.4 518.0 

CENSUS TRACT 264 
Average loss per acquired unit 9.3 12.8 12.4 12.9 13.9 
Total Loss (5 units) 46.5 64.0 62.0 64.5 69.5 

CENSUS TRACT 265 
Average loss per acquired unit 15.2 1B.7 18.5 20.5 19.B 
Total Loss (17 units) 258.4 317.9 314.5 34B.5 336.6 

I.\:) CENSUS TRACT 266 
I-' Average loss per acquired unit 12.1 15.5 16.7 17.3 16.4 

Total Loss (26 units) 314.6 403.0 434.2 449.8 426.4 

CENSUS TRACT 267 

Average loss per acquired unit 15.3 1B.B 1B.8 21.2 21.0 

Total Loss (27 units) 413.1 507.6 507.6 572.4 567.0 


CENSUS TRACT 277 

Average loss per acquired unit 15.6 16.3 16.3 19.1 20.5 

Total Loss (18 units) 2BO.8 293.4 293.4 343.8 369.0 


TOTAL-ALL CENSUS TRACTS 

Average loss per acquired unit 14.1 17.2 17.5 1B.9 19.1 

Total Loss (120 units) 1692.0 2064.0 2100.0 226B.0 2292.0 


Percent Increase in loss over the 

next better alternative 22.0% 1.7% 8% 1.1% 




in quality, these two alternatives are essentially identical in terms of the 
dollar return to the Insurance Fund. 

The two repair and sell alternatives differ from each other only in terms 
of the time in inventory and the staff time devoted to contract amendments. 
The difference in these two factors is minimal; consequently, these two al
ternatives are financially equivalent. 

Maj or Determinants of Differing Financial Impacts 

The repair and sell scenarios are the least desirable financially. With 
these techniques, HUD is forced to bear holding costs and opportunity costs 
while the properties are being repaired and until the point of sale by HUD. 
The opportunity costs are further compounded by the increased HUD invest
ment required for the cost of repairs. These costs, combined with the sell 
ing costs incurred by HUD, exceed the write-off given in bulk sales, even 
when IOO-percent turnover is given. Consequently, HUD reduces its sales 
price in a bulk sale by less than the amount that it increases its costs (other 
than repair) by using a repair and sell alternative. (This effect would be 
further pronounced if the normal 40-percent turnover rate were used. For 
the Korman properties, a 40-percent rate would decrease the loss to HUD 
by approximately $2.2 thousand per property in a bulk sale, thus broadening 
the gap between the two alternatives.) 

In the softer market areas, the financial attractiveness of the repair and 
sell techniques further diminishes. In these tracts, there are numerous 
properties for which the repair costs alone exceed the expected net sales 
receipts and still more for which the total addi tional HUD investment for 
repair and sell (repair cost, holding cost, and opportunity cost) exceeds the 
receipts. In these cases, HUD loses not only its initial investment, but also 
a portion of the incremental inve stment required to repair the properties. 
Under a bulk sale or as-is sales program, the properties are never sold 
for less than the land value. Consequently, in the softer market areas, a 
repair and sell program will yield properties with a negative value to HUD, 
while in the other programs. a negative value is avoided by requiring that 
the minimum price be land value. 

The bulk sales techniques are less favorable financially than the as-i s 
program because of the bulk sale write-off. The additional holding period 
after initiation of the disposition method is minimal for as-is sales and 
nonexistent for bulk sales. However, the savings to HUD in holding costs 
are passed on to the bulk sale purchaser through the bulk sale write-off. 
while BUD receives the full benefit of these cost savings in an as-is sale. 
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In summary, the as-is sales represent the best financial alternative 
because: the additional holding period is relatively short; HUD's investment 
is kept at a minimum, thus minimizing opportunity costs; properties are not 
sold for less than land value; and no bulk sale write-off is given. The bulk 
sale techniques represent the middle alternative because there is no additional 
holding period, and hence no additional holding or opportunity costs. How
ever, a bulk sales write-off representing the savings in holding and selling 
costs to HUD is given to the bulk sale purchaser. The repair and sell tech
niques represent the least favorable alternative because: holding, opportu
nity, and selling costs exceed the bulk sale write-off due to the long holding 
period and the increased investment involved in the repair costs; and in 
softer market areas, some of the properties have a negative value to HUD-
a circumstance avoided in the other scenarios by requiring that the minimum 
price be land value. Greater, more positive neighborhood impacts tip the 
scales in favor of the repair and sell disposi tion policy in most instances, 
however. 

PROGRAM OPERATION 

The innovative bulk sale concept served a limited useful purpose. Within 
the historical context the Philadelphia Field Office faced in 1976-77. the in
novative bulk sale was a viable alternative to conventional disposition tech
niques. Given these circumstances. it should be looked upon as a noncon
ventional method reserved for special cases (i. e., when conventional tech
niques are inappropriate or ineffective). 

The sales agreement between HUD and Korman contained no provisions 
for imposing penalties in case of time overruns. The 180-day time limit was 
an important objective of the innovative bulk sale. As cited earlier, com
munity groups did not raise this as an issue. primarily because of Korman's 
efforts to keep these groups informed. While they were aware that Korman 
was late. they believed that a II good faith" effort was made. This feeling is 
not universally shared within HUD. Disagreement exists among HUD person
nel as to whether the 180-day time limit was realistic. Some staff members 
believe that an organization such as Korman has the capability to rehabilitate 
120 properties within the time frame. Others think that 1 year would have 
been more realistic. 

It is beyond the scope of this report to isolate the exact causes or of re
sponsibility for the time overrun experienced by Korman. However, two 
factors appear to have played an important role: the severe winter of 1976
77 and the HUD property inspection process. HUD and Korman agree that 
the winter weather significantly delayed the progress of rehabilitation. and 
considerable dissatisfaction regarding the HUD inspection process has been 
expressed by Korman staff. 
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HUD agrees that some initial scheduling problems arose in detailing in
spectors out in the field on a timely basis. HUD attributes this problem to 
inadequate staffing due to the assignment of inspection personnel to special 
disaster duty. In addition. HUD maintains that this situation existed for a 
short period of time only and caused no more than 1 month of delay. HUD 
inspection personnel state that Korman has been treated very fairly and that 
every turndown has been fully justified. 

It is now estimated that Korman will be 9 to 11 months late. A large part 
of this delay can be attributed to the extremely harsh winter of 1976-77. It 
was not until the spring of 1977 that Korman initiated repairs in earnest. At 
this same time. some HUD inspection staff were detailed to Johnstown, Penn
sylvania. for disaster relief work. The combination of the seve re winter and 
disaster relief work by HUD resulted in a total delay of approximately 3 to 4 
months. The Korman staff attribute the remaining period of delay to the HUD 
inspection process. 

The issue that divides HUD and Korman is whether the inspection-related 
delays were due to overzealous inspectors or legitimate deficiencies in the 
repair work. It should be reemphasized that the HUD inspection personnel 
interviewed by PMM&Co. stated that once a Korman property did pass in
spection. the quality of the overall workmanship was as good as or better 
than other rehabilitation work inspected by HUD. Deficiencies cited by HUD 
have been confined largely to cosmetic -type repairs. While these in no way 
affect the structural integrity of the unit. in HUD's opinion they detract from 
its overall appearance. A frequent source of turndowns has been the use of 
putty to cover rotten wood in door jams and window sills. rather than re
placement of the old wood. Other deficiencies cited in a sample of inspection 
reports included: 

• spot pointing in exterior masonry; 

• inoperable bath tub drain trip levers; 

• fence not installed in rear yard; 

· more electrical circuits required; 

• stopped-up toilet; 

• downspout not installed; 

· basement walls not patched and parged; 

• toilet bowl not properly secured; 
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· 	 thermostat not installed; and 

• 	 locking handles not installed in windows. 

An additional cause of some initial problems was the practice of lfes
crowing" certain items. Such items as gas ranges. carpeting, and the final 
sealer coating on hardwood floors are often not installed until just before 
settlement. In the course of HUD inspections (which may precede settlement 
by several days or weeks), an inspector can approve the property without 
these items being installed at the time of inspection. approval is subject 
to the proper installation of the escrowed items as verified by the purchaser 
or mortgagee. The rationale for this procedure is that the developer does 
not want to install equipment or features in a property that may remain va
cant for several days or weeks and be subject to possible vandalism. In 
most cases this procedure has worked well. However, Korman staff did ci te 
instances in which some of their properties were turned down because no gas 
range was installed. 

When a property fails to pass inspection. it takes a mlmmum of 1 week 
to have it reinspected by HUD. Depending on the number and nature of defi 
ciencies cited, work crews must be taken off ongoing rehabilitation to make 
the required repairs. This affects the overall scheduling and progress of 
the rehabilitation effort and results in addi tional time and costs. 

In summary, inspections have materially affected the pace of the project. 
This necessarily impacts the costs incurred by Korman. Because this final 
evaluation is being issued prior to the required cost certification. the total 
dollar impact on rehabili tation costs cannot be estimated. 

Conditions for Using the Innovative Bulk Sale Technigue 

The innovative bulk sale technique is an alternative to conventional dis
posi tion programs. It should be considered for use when analysis shows that 
conventional disposition programs are ineffective or inappropriate. The in
novative bulk sale technique should be considered when any or all of the fol
lowing problems exist: 

· 	 inability to reduce inventory (or a portion of it) at a rate that 

meets demand for properties; 


• 	 frequent cost overruns or repair and sell or bulk repair con

tracts that increase losses to the Insurance Fund; 


· 	 conventional disposition programs that have adversely affected 

neighborhood stability and market values; and 
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• 	 neighborhood residents and organized groups that are strongly 

opposed to conventional disposition programs. particularly the 

use of as-is sales. 


Based on its implementation in Philadelphia. the innovative bulk sale 
technique can be most effective when implemented under the following condi
tions: 

• 	 The HUD Field Office has relatively large concentrations of ac
quired properties in limited geographical areas. 

• 	 The inventory is highly saleable. 

• 	 The local real estate market is sound with neighborhoods in sta
ble or stabilizing condi tions . 

The objective of the innovative bulk sale is to create the maximum posi
tive impact in a short period of time. Heavy concentrations of HUD-acquired 
properties are necessary in that HUD can exert the greatest leverage through 
large-scale rehabilitation. While no rule of thumb exists to estimate the op
timum size of the project area, it should be limited to clearly defined neigh
borhood areas in an urban setting or subdivisions in suburban areas. Based 
on the policy objective of creating the maximum positive impact in a short 
period of time. a minimum of 50 to 100 properties is desirable to use this 
technique. The innovative bulk sale technique differs from the conventional 
repair and sell program, which proceeds on a piecemeal basis. and from the 
conventional bulk sale program. for reasons that will be explained in the fol
lowing sections. 

The innovative bulk sale technique is designed for those areas where HUD 
has not been able to dispose of its inventory fast enough or where its inven
tory is not in good enough condition to meet market demand. It is not meant 
for use in severely deteriorated neighborhoods whose overall housing stock 
is in poor condition with very limited marketabili ty. The innovative bulk 
sale technique should be undertaken in situations when public intervention is 
needed only to stimulate and assist the action of the local real estate market. 
A profit-motivated sponsor would necessarily be more concerned about se
lecting neighborhoods with strong or stable real estate markets than would be 
a nonprofit sponsor. The nonprofit sponsor may be willing to take greater 
risks than its profi t-making counterpart. However, even nonprofi t sponsors 
must limit their losses in order to remain viable. 

The presence of active and organized neighborhood groups, while not a 
necessary precondition for using the technique. can be beneficial in devel
oping and implementing a disposition strategy. An important element of any 
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neighborhood stabilization program is retaining existing residents. Contin
uing turnover resulting from foreclosure or depressed sales can diminish 
whatever positive effects the innovative bulk sale may generate. For in
stance. residents who cannot afford to sell their properties may revert to 
renting them. Introducing a significant number of rentals may alter the eco
nomic mix and marketability of the neighborhood as a whole. A major inter
vention strategy such as the innovative bulk sale can serve to bolster resi 
dents f attitudes about their neighborhood. It is therefore important to make 
residents aware of the stabilization program. Efforts should be made to fa
miliarize them with the nature and scope of the program. and the developer 
should be encouraged to meet with them to explain the rehabilitation process 
and show them how rehabilitated homes will look. Such actions can generate 
a positive atmosphere between the developer and residents and also help the 
developer!s marketing program by creating word-of-mouth advertising. 
Neighborhood residents can also assist the developer by "keeping an eye on" 
the vacant properties to prevent or minimize vandalism. It is in the resi 
dents' self-interest that the developer!s properties be secured and vandal
free so that they remain marketable. 

Design of an Innovative Bulk Sale Strategy 

If based on an analysis of its disposition problems and neighborhood con
ditions. the local HUD Field Office decides that the innovative bulk sale tech
nique is a viable alternative. a program must be designed to fit the individual 
needs of the Field Office. Variations in the Philadelphia Office approach 
should be explored when appropriate or necessary. 

The major features and requirements of the innovative bulk sale technique 
are as follows: 

• 	 Rehabilitation must be completed within a specified time period. 

• 	 "Like new" uniform repair standards are applied to all proper

ties in place of individual repair specifications that meet mini

mum FHA property standards. 


• 	 Conditional FHA insurance commitments are offered on all prop
erties at the time of sale to the developer. 

• 	 The bulk sale write-off (a measure of HUD' s holding costs based 
on the average monthly turnover rate) used in the formula for com
puting the bulk sales price is increased from the normal 40 percent 
to anywhere up to 100 percent. 
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• 	 In the case of profit-motiva ted developers. profi t and ove rhead 

is limited to a fixed percentage of the entire bulk sales cost 

and subject to cost certification. 


. 	 The modified cost formula is waived and replaced by appraisals 

based on market comparison in estimating the as-repaired fair 

market value of the units. 


Establishment of a time frame for completing rehabili tation should be in
cluded as a requirement in the sales contract between HUD and the developer. 
The stipulated deadline should be realistic and enforceable. Penalties should 
be specified in the contract for failure to comply with deadline requirements. 
The contractual deadline also serves as an assurance to neighborhood resi 
dents that the work will be performed within a given time limit. 

The use of uniform repair standards is a procedure aimed at ensuring 
high quality rehabilitation with a minimum amount of HUD oversight. In the 
case of Philadelphia. "like new" repair standards were employed. This was 
done in part to increase the value and marketability of the units, and not be
cause most of the uni ts were in such a state of disrepair that "like new" re
habilitation was necessary. The decision to rehabilitate to this level must 
be based on an assessment of local market conditions. Uniform repair stan
dards eliminate the need to develop costly and time-consuming individual re
pair specifications for each property; however, the potential for waste exi sts 
when they are used. For example. if all mechanical and structural systems 
are to be replaced rather than repaired. some still functional items may be 
removed. One way to avoid discarding still usable items is to create a waiver 
system. Depending on the age and physical condition of the unit. such items 
as bathroom fixtures, floors, and furnaces may be in perfect condition. The 
waiver system should be constructed in such a way that salvageable items 
are retained with the minimum amount of red tape. When original items are 
retained, the developer should be required to issue a warranty for a reason
able period of time. This requirement may act as a disincentive to the de
veloper to retain such items. However. if the waiver process is operated 
efficiently, the developer can keep its costs down and avoid the needless re
placement of functioning systems. 

The developer can be offered conditional FHA commitments if the reha
bilitated properties comply with the uniform repair specifications. Offering 
the conditional commitments at the time of the bulk sale, rather than when 
each unit is resold, expedites the sales process. The conditional commit
ments are offered up to the repaired market value as estimated by HUD. 
Depending on the particular housing objectives of the HUD Field Office and 
the local market conditions, one or more insured mortgage programs may 
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be made available to subsequent purchasers. The FHA conditional commit
ments backed by one or more mortgage insurance programs increase the 
marketability of the units for the developer. 

Based on market conditions. the Philadelphia Field Office found it neces
sary to subsidize the developer by using 100 percent of the turnover rate in 
computing the bulk sales write-off in the formula. which had the effect of re
ducing the selling price to the developer. The bulk sales write-off represents 
the cost of holding a property in inventory. In conventional bulk sales. HUD 
normally absorbs 40 percent of these estimated costs. By using 100 percent 
of the turnover rate, HUD absorbs all holding costs. The determination of 
whether to use a higher percentage must be based on an assessment of the 
market for acquired units. A profi t-oriented developer may require addi
tional financial incentives in terms of greater bulk sale write-offs. Non
profit sponsors may not require such an incentive. The selected percentage 
used to compute the write-off must be acceptable to both HUD and potential 
developers. If the local Field Office determines that conditions warrant a 
rate in excess of 40 percent. it must receive a waiver from HUD Central. 

To make sure that profi ts would not be excessive. the Philadelphia Field 
Office limited the developer's profit and overhead to 30 percent on the entire 
bulk sale package. By imposing the limitation on the entire package rather 
than individual units. HUD gave the developer some additional financial flexi
bility. In this instance, the bulk sale package consisted of units with repaired 
market values ranging from $10. 000 to $21,000. Since uniform repair speci
fications were used, the developer would incur approximately the same repair 
costs on all units regardless of the resale value. The imposition of the profit! 
overhead limit on the whole package enabled the developer to sell some units 
in excess of 30 percent as a balance against lower-priced units where little 
or no profit might be made. As with other components of the innovative bulk 
sale technique, the Field Office must determine an acceptable profit margin 
given the current housing stock circumstances. market conditions. and avail
ability of interested developers. If a profit ceiling is specified. it must be 
high enough to reflect the risk and opportunity cost of the developer. yet not 
so high as to constitute "windfall" profits. This issue is moot if the Field 
Office selects a nonprofit sponsor. 

Implementation of the Innovative Bulk Sale Technique 

Step 1: Identify and Assemble Bulk Sale Package 

Based on the conditions identified in the preceding section, the Field Of
fice must identify 50 to 100 properties to include in the bulk sale. As a group, 
the properties selected must be marketable. This does not preclude the in
clusion of lower-valued properties in less desirable locations. However. it 
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is important that such properties constitute a relatively small portion of the 
bulk sale package. In this way J properties resold with little or no profit are 
compensated for by the sales of higher-valued units allowing greater profi t 
margins. If the cost of repairs exceeds the market value of repaired units J 

the developer will require major subsidies and the innovative bulk sale tech
nique will not be appropriate. A nonprofit sponsor will be able to absorb 
more negatively valued units than a profi t-making sponsor. This factor should 
be considered when properties are being assembled and a developer selected. 

Step 2: Contact Potential Developers 

The purpose of this step is to determine the extent of developer interest 
in the program and the necessary conditions under which they might partici 
pate. Both profi t-motivated and nonprofit organizations should be contacted. 
With respect to profit-motivated firms J HUD will be able to establish the 
kind of profit levels required to attract private developers and, on this basis, 
identify the type of incentives or subsidies necessary. This process is im
portant in that HUD and potential developers can establish a common under
standing of each other's needs. These contacts can be made informally, and 
neither party should consider them binding. 

Step 3: Prepare Contractual Material 

Based upon the design of the program and the input of developers in Step 
2, the HUD Field Office should prepare a sales contract. Any waivers of 
HUD Property Disposition Standards should be obtained from HUD Central 
before the drafting of the sales contract. The sales contract should contain 
at least the following items: 

• repair specifications; 

• allowable profit and overhead; 

• time limits for completion of rehabili tation; and 

· sanctions and penalties. 

Step 4: Establish Bulk Sales Price 
and Repaired Market Value of Units 

Concurrently with Steps 2 and 3 J HUD must develop the financial informa
tion upon which the sale will be based. As discussed in the Design section, 
a waiver must be obtained from HUD Central to use market comparison ap
praisals for establishing the repaired market value of units in order to issue 
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conditional commitments. The HUD office must also determine which per
centage (40 to 100) to use in computing the bulk sale write-off. This deter
mination will depend on feedback from potential developers and on market 
conditions. The local HUD office must balance the need to reduce losses to 
the HUD Insurance Fund with the development of a sales formula that will 
be acceptable to potential bidders when a minimum acceptable bid price is 
being established. 

At this point, the Field Office must formally determine whether to con
tract with a profit-motivated developer or a nonprofit sponsor. Whenever 
possible, HUD should seek to identify qualified profi t-motivated deve lopers. 
Some of the reasons for doing so are as follows: 

· 	 By selling to the private sector directly, the burden of risk is 

transferred out of the public sector. 


• 	 Whenever possible, it is preferable to stimulate private rein

vestment in troubled neighborhoods. 


· 	 In a real sense, a nonprofit sponsor would face many of the same 
problems HUD experienced in disposing of its inventory (i. e •• 
finding qualified contractors, avoiding costly time delays, etc.). 

In addition to these factors, profit-motivated sponsors in general can call 
upon greater financial and skilled manpower resources. This is particularly 
true of the larger development companies that would be required to undertake 
this form of housing rehabilitation. From HUDls viewpoint, one of its busi
ness objectives is to maximize the return to the Insurance Fund. In many 
cases, this can best be achieved in a competitive, profit-motivated environ
ment. 

Due to the condi tions of the market. it may be appropriate or necessary 
for HUD to have a nonprofit sponsor. In this case, HUD may wish to nego
tiate a bulk sale directly with the nonprofi t sponsor. The criteria for se
lecting a nonprofit sponsor should be similar to those for choosing a profi t 
motivated developer (see following section). 

Step 5: Develop Rating System for Developers 

The Field Office must establish criteria for selecting a contractor. This 
can be accomplished in a two-stage process consisting of a prequalification 
screening (see Step 7) and final selection procedure. Property Disposition 
regulations allow the Field Office considerable flexibility" in developing se
lection criteria. Among those that should be considered are: 

• 	 bid price; 
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• architectural and engineering capabili ties of firm; 

• effectiveness of sales organization; 

· financial capaci t-"j; 

• staff and firm experience; and 

• reputation. 

In the case of Philadelphia. potential developers told HUD they would not 
compete in the bidding process if price were the sole determining factor in 
award. As a result, the Philadelphia HUD office created a point system 
which gave a relative weighting of 80 percent to price and 20 percent to the 
other criteria cited above. 

Step 6: Advertise for Bidders 

At this point, notification of the bulk sale is printed in local general cir 
culation newspapers. 

Step 7: Prequalify Bidders 

Once potential contractors have been identified, HUD determines which 
ones have the necessary technical, financial, and managerial qualifications to 
perform the project based on criteria established in Step 5. Only those HUD 
judges sufficiently capable to undertake the project according to the specified 
guidelines are invited to submit bids. Once qualifi ed bidders have been iden
tified, the local HUD office should supply the addresses of the properties and 
the FHA conditional commitment value, but not the minimum acceptable bid 
price. 

Step 8: Request Bids 

At this point, HUD requests bids 	from all prequalified developers. 

Step 9: Evaluate Bids 

HUD must determine which, if any, of the bids meet the minimum accept
able bid price established in Step 4. If none do, several alternatives can be 
explored: 

• reject the innovative bulk sale 	technique; 

• revise the criteria for prequalifying bidders; or 

• 	 revise the design of the program. 
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Step 10: Select Developer 

Once the minimum acceptable bid has been reached or exceeded, HUD 
must select the developer based on the criteria established in Step 5. Hav
ing selected the developer, HUD then executes the sales contract. 

Step 11: Post-Sale Monitoring 

One of the objectives of the innovative bulk sale technique is to reduce 
the amount of time and expense HUD must exercise in monitoring the devel
oper's performance. HUD's involvement is in four main areas: 

• 	 FHA inspection of rehabilitated properties to ensure compliance 
with repair specifications; 

· 	 processing of FHA-insured mortgages; 

• 	 monitoring of developer's progress to determine whether dead
line will be met; and 

• 	 profit/ overhead cost certification. 

Remedial action may be necessary if the contractor has not fulfilled the 
contractual requirements. The exact nature of the actions depend on the 
contract specifications. They may range from legal action (such as breach 
of contract) to withholding FHA mortgage insurance. If the contractor's 
profit/ overhead exceeds the stipulated level, the excess is either returned 
to HUD or divided between HUD and the developer. 
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APPENDIX A 
LEGAL OPINION 

The following analysis is based on a legal review of the selection 
process and sales contract between HlJD and the Korman Corporation. 
The legal analysis was performed by attorneys with the firm of Brown
stein. Zeidman. Schomer. and Chase under subcontract to PMM&Co. 

SELECTION PROCESS 

The Korman Contract was let with a minimal amount of advertising: 
apparently only a medium-size newspaper advertisement run for 1 or 2 
days (see Exhibit A-I). There were informal efforts to interest contrac
tors including off-the-record letters. telephone calls. and meetings. How
ever. there were only three bidders on the final contract and only two of 
them could seriously be said to meet the qualifications originally contem
plated by the HlJD area office. In fact. only one of the builders (Korman) 
was of a size. capability. and reputation completely satisfactory to HUD 
personnel. 

Although the bidders for the Korman Contract did have to go through a 
general "qualification" procedure. H1JD officials felt forced by procurement 
law to pick the highest bidder without considering factors such as experience 
or staff size during the final bidding and auction sessions. 

Since this bulk sales contract, especially as originally drafted, depends 
so heavily for its success on the capability and reputation of the contractor, 
HUD will need to find ways to have a wider selection of qualified contractors 
and a procedure for giving proper credit to the qualifications of contractors. 

THE SANCTIONS AND INCENTIVES ll.~ THE CONTRACT 

Under the current Korman Contract. the contractor receives deeds to 
120 houses, a conditional commitment of FHA. insurance at a predetermined, 
fully rehabilitated, appraised value. and the possibility of up to 30-percent 
profit. However, there are no real sanctions or controls in the contract to 
guarantee that the contractor properly rer..abilitates the houses within the 
specified time limit except the general right of H1JD to sue for breach of con
tract. Since there may be no meaningful measure of damages in such action, 
the potential refusal by HUD to do future business with the contractor may 
be the only actual sanction. (The sanction of HL'D's refusing to insure the 
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EXHIBIT A-I 


U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AJ,'I'D URBAJ.'f DEVELOP:VlENT 

NOTICE OE BULKSAlE PROPOSAL 

The Oepartm.w1t of Housill1] and Urban Develooment prOOO$~ :0 enter into ageements with qualified 
deo.elooen for the sal. in stages of apor.:lximately 480 re:idential procert!" within the City of Philadel
phia to be reilabilicated and resold to home ~uyers.. 

I. PftCPllSAl,S.,IIlNIMUM CRITlillA fOR OEVELOP!RS 

The Oe<>attmMt w~1 ,eem. otMI camid.. ;>roP<KOl. lrom i~".....1!U d..oioIl." who 011011 m..t ,".lIIlIa_ 
reCJytrefnlfttJ.: 

I. c", damoMtnte a4m.inituaan ~ilir:y. 
I. H....rdhloctUr.1i Ind .,.p""";ng c.J~:V. 
2. H_ 1ft .ffoeti....... ~.,,;ali~. 


3. Ha.. 1ft .,.peri_ ",ponisoty ... ff. 

b. Have financi~ aoabdirv to sw:cauruUv ut'dertake MId campl.f. the rl!f13bilirnjon ifld ha... r~ to,. 
.... of nat I... thin 1.0 i>«>I*"!i.. ";thin 1ao dl-yl from con.........CL 

~ Ha.. d....OftStnlod "'""' in the buildi"') if'dwUV. 

cI. CMt ,nilly HUO', ............. Pomcipotian ,"'lui'''''...... 


1. NUMIIA 0' p"DP!RTIe 

HUO";II com..y to ~lul d.....OIl.n ."",oxi"..taI" 480 Otopotrti.. a • .,. p..iod al12 ma""M. Prooor· 
ti.. _I be ccn...,od in flIur ~rouDS 01 appra><im.,1Ifv 120 ~'OQertl" HC/I. 

1. Sl!LEc:T10lW UO LOCU10lW OF P"OP!R TIES 

Prac>«ti.. 10 b. said ta o...Io~";1I b. ,.Iected by tn. Pl-lilode4pn;1 ~H Office af ,n. O~rtm...t ot 
H......ng _ U_ a-o__ ","milO '"" C;", 01 Pl-lilode4p/1i .. 

4. 	AISENC! 0' LEAD·USED PAlleT 

~i.. ";11 be trw '"'"' ,..d_paint ........ sold by tn. d ....o_. e..eIoi>er 011011 exocua on .1ficu.ir 
.Hint) ta be bound by tn. ttrmt ot an ordlt' ot tn. U.s. Oistrict Court. :J.SCWfn District ot P'!"""'viyanw 
issued in tn..... 01 Cirv-'Nid. Ca.'ition••~ M. _. HUD••~ II•• C.A Na. 72·1515 '0 , __ I..d.o...<1 ~I,nt 

from tI't. oroDtf'ti1'L A fOf'm 0' Jltidaoftf and • copy 0' tn. ord.r .an o1y&.iio1DI. for insp«tion at tnlt HUO 
Atw. Otfia. Co~. 0' the ,:IrcQ«ti..s by HUO to thl dnetoper it conditioned ~QOn the COU~I linin9 
its i"function to perrntt HUD to c:N1'fe-y {I"I. propertiM. 

s.. MI"IMUM'AS IS"" OF'!RI"G PAIC! TO OEVELOI'!R 

Th. minimum "u is'· otteri"'9 pric:a to the deovetoow shaU b, d.ft1'mined by i reosidual o1POntll1 metnocL 

L 	MUHOO 0' PAYIIIUT 

At tn. ti".,. 1.iC'I ;rouo 0' OtCPMtiIlS is co"......IIId. thlt dil"le4oQet' ~~I ~IY :0 i-tUO in fuU C'I' i9reed pnc. tor 

IU ptOCIft'1M in t'" oHwnng. 

7. (QUAL OP1'ORTUIiITY REQUIREMENTS 
\ 

CQnstnJc::ion etn~oym... t on th" proj-«: will :'. IUbiect to d"u, """ac:'ttpn;1 P'M attd ti"t. mlf".I(.!I~ or -:.n. 

'.reoairtd unitS;m..tt be in c.onior"'ltV Wttl't tn. Qi!!lartm""t's Affrrmo1tivl!' F,t' Housll''M) Mark.ti",; Aequl.itlom. 

I. CDIIOIT10NAL CO:.IMln.I!!lT AVAILAilLITY 

n" i'1I:lCution of J ~htS o1qtftm.fTC Oef'lllrftn HUO and tn4 d,.,etOOM ,nail oi:Ui~~te MUO ':~ iuu. a eondino". 
eammitrnl'f"t m in'!UI' i ~ on "olen PtO~1 :.loon Its r!1l~ to i QLI~ifi-tO hem. btJ'fIM': ilro"idld. tJ'1.Jt 

a"I' proQ4If"tV 3nl" 1'f~ve bHft renacilit,U!d in ac::ordana 'Nitn tn. -WIM aqr~r: ::'ft\~ (he dd ..... OQ« 

",d HUe. 

S. REHAillUTATION 

The O~ 'oMd fum"" an HUbJ~sillI!d r~l.ir SClndatC to wnid't oIli ~rooeni.. musr: conform wnic:n witl 

be part of the SoIift "-"""lftt. Ol"'''''oo.r ih.U be re1COMIOt. for c:tI'ftQt'fling w.t" aOOJfc~oj. !~ buildinq 
c;odn M1d lic"";nq rlQUil'ft'Tten~ All ...,OrN ~U be Klaj.:t to HUe ins;MCtTon and apprOYIl ~.'Ota r!".la~. 

to ttl. I'!o:m. OU¥ef'. It ""U be th. dl'\"e'foper~, rMQOC't1.Oilicy !~ obr:ain ~. nec::nsarv euHdinq; o:annl[1. 

10. WAllflAIiTY 111'3VtSlDPIS 

Th. ~oper will tJ. reQUired to gro'l"O•• en...".. WMnntv to uc.n I'lom. buy., eQUivllent to t~at in pUIoo 

VI"" 11 of tne S~ ~_I s.... c..ntMCt, F~rm HUO·9543 (July 1974).""; in od~tiQft pra-.;,j••ap,~ 
prilm WMn"'fle on eld'lsrNaure's roof. hefting. plumbing and ~ec:ncai syst.ms. 

11. S!LEc:T10N 0' Of'l!LO'!R 

Th. d....oP«'1s' win t:.e ,"~ed from amonq these mNtinq; or !XC'ledit'IIJ tn. minimum·critMi fOt dhtf~Q'" 

SIt tOI"m in j)lrlgtacn 1. The iW.rd silll' b. mad. to the d..,etaper wnose oHef' is most Jd"/M1t39llOul to HUO, 
~IC' and Ot"« flC'ton comiCend. 

12. COST C!RTIFICATION 

T'h. dheta"..,. ....,.iI o. rl'q\ltred to certify aU C:lSU bn,fd on Con c..rtltic~io" factors sOllCJfi!'d bv [!'lit Oeoirt· 

ment wnicn \."U b. 'et 'Orth in the ut.. aqrlf!'fT1ff"t. ?1'O#it J"d o'4et'/'Iead wiH ba lim1(!'d (0 J~. 

DEVELOPERS lNTEilESiEO IN QUALIFYING FOR PARTICIPATION IN THIS ?ROGRAM MUST SUSMIT 
EVIDENCE OF THEIR QUALIFICATION TO PAUL T. ~AIN. DIRECTOR, PHILADELPHIA AREA OFFICE. 
HUO. 525 \'IAL~JUT SiREeT. ?HILAOEL?HIA, ?EllNSYl'1 A.'IIA. 19105. ATTE,'lTION: ~AMES L. HA ITER. 
ON OR 9E;:ORE THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS JUNE J. 1976. INQUIR!ES CONCERNING THIS MATTEi'! 
SHOULD BE MAOE TO JAMES L. HATTEi'!, 537·7911. 
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homes is limited both by the contract terms which do not seem to allow such 
a refusal for failure to meet the time requirement and by the conventional 
mortgage money which is apparently available to Korman in the Philadelphia 
area. ) 

Also, there are minimal provisions for positive incentives in the contract 
and the contract does not seem to deal adequately or fairly with such typical 
contractor problems as marketing risks, construction financing, and greater 
than allowed profit. BaSically.. this is a "good faith" contract in which HLJ""D 
is dependent for its basic performance guarantee on the contractor1s reputa
tion and successful marketing effort. 

THE CONTR.'\.CT L..A..NGUAGE 

There are several contract provisions needing clarification. For exam
ple.. the excess profits section found in Paragraph 16 ambiguous as to 
whether the 30-percent profit figure is to be calCUlated on each unit as it 
is sold or on the units as a whole at the end of all sales. Logic and our in
terviews with HUn personnel have indicated that the intention was to compute 
the profit figure on all 120 units as a whole. The contract language should 
be redrafted to make that clear. Another example of an ambiguous provision 
in the contract is found in Paragraph 1; it is unclear whether HUD will be 
required to insure an individual unit even if the contractor does not meet 
the l80-day time limit and even if he is defaulting on other houses in the 
contract. As written. the contract appears to require HUD to insure each 
fully rehabilitated unit even in the face of these negath-e eventualities. How
ever. logic and our interviews indicate that HUD personnel do not intend 
this result and.. therefore .. the contract language should be clarified. 

BENEFITS FOR VERY LOW INCOrvlE AND MLL~ORITY GROUPS 

The Korman Contract does not provide. nor was it apparently intended to 
provide, benefits for very low income individuals, community groups, or 
minority businesses other than to stabilize or upgrade the specific neighbor
hoods in which the units are located. In fact. letting out the HlJD-held prop
erties in such large blocks will almost certainly cut out the typical minority 
contractor from bidding on this work. Also, there is apparently some pres
sure from the community not to resell or rent these units to the lowest in
come groups. 
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POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Increase Publicity for the Program 

Increased publicity for the program, such as larger advertisements in 
more newspapers (including possibly The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal. and trade journals) running for longer periods of time would encour
age more developers! bids. We would also suggest more informal efforts to 
contact prospective single contractors or potential groups of contractors in 
the Pennsylvania and New Jersey area. HDD might consider structuring the 
program as a modified "request for proposal" with HUD advertising in general 
terms and the contractors responding with specific proposals. 

Give More Weight to Contractor Capabilities 

Procedures which would either tighten up the pre-qualifying review or 
give bidding weight to contractor capabilities should be researched so that 
HUD will never find itself in the position of having to let such a bulk sales 
contract to a company that is not likely to perform well. Various possible 
procedures might be contrary to the letter or spirit of existing procurement 
laws and the legality of the options must be reviewed carefully. The modified 
Ifrequest for proposal" procedures suggested above may put HUD in a better 
position to consider factors in addition to the sale price of the units. 

Include More Sanctions and Controls in the Contract 

Include more sanctions and controls in the contract such as the following: 

Stagger the actual taking do'\vn or closing of the units (e. g., in 
packages of 30 or 40 houses). 

o 	 Include, in Schedule B, more precise repair specifications and 

ma.."'{imum allowable repair costs for each unit. 


• 	 Prepare a rehabilitation schedule specifying which of the houses 

should be worked on and in what order. 


• 	 Name a specific liquidated damages amount at the end of each 

obligating paragraph or section in the contract. 


• 	 Provide for the deposit of a certain percentage of the profit al 

lowance in escrow until final compliance on a1l of the units. 


• 	 Specify that H1JD reserves the right to refuse to insure any par

ticular house if the contractor is in default on the terms of the 
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contract either as to that particular house or any other house 
which is part of the contract. 

Include More Incentives in the Contract 

Include more incentives in the contract, providing for profit sharing over 
and above the 30-percent excess profit limit with perhaps two-thirds of any 
profits over 30 percent going to HUD and one-third going to the contractor. 

Redraft the Entire Contract 

Redraft the entire contract to remove ambiguities and other wording prob
lems. Give more weight to contractor capabilities, include more sanctions 
and controls. and include more incentives (as described in the previous sec
tions of this paper)o 

Provide Benefits for Low Income and Minority Groups 

Provide benefits for low income and minority groups. such as: 

Q Require that a certain (probably small) percentage of the homes 
be financed under Section 235 of the National Housing Act or be 
placed under a lease/option plan as at Dover Estates in Michigan. 

• 	 Have a community- group (possibly as a party to the contract) 

agree to provide home ownership counseling or agree to receive 

one of the houses at cost or as a gift from the contractor to use 

for some community purpose • 


• 	 Formally or informally encourage minority contractors to com

bine and bid as a group for some of these bulk sales contracts. 
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SALES CONTRACT BETWEEN h"TD Al.'JD THE KORlVIAN CORPORATION 
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